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Abstract: How reliable are China’s GDP and other data? We address this question by
using trading-partner exports to China as an independent measure of its economic activity from
2000-2014. We find that the information content of Chinese GDP improves markedly after
2008. We also consider a number of plausible, non-GDP indicators of economic activity that
have been identified as alternative Chinese output measures. We find that activity factors based
on the first principal component of sets of indicators are substantially more informative than
GDP alone. The index that best matches activity in-sample uses four indicators: electricity, rail
freight, an index of raw materials supply, and retail sales. Adding GDP to this group only
modestly improves in-sample performance. Moreover, out of sample, a single activity factor
without GDP proves the most reliable measure of economic activity.
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1. Introduction
Observers of the Chinese economy have long questioned the accuracy of Chinese output
figures. 1 In this paper, we assess the reliability of Chinese output figures by using tradingpartner exports to China as an independent measure of its economic activity from 2000-2014.
We find that the information content of Chinese GDP improves markedly after 2008.
Nevertheless, even after 2008, simple activity factors—derived from the first principal
component of sets of alternative indicators such as electricity or rail shipments—are more
informative than GDP alone. And combining multiple indicators into a factor is more
informative than using the indicators individually.
Under any circumstances, measuring Chinese GDP would be difficult. China’s economy
has grown rapidly and undergone extensive structural changes (e.g. Holz, 2008). Many
observers further worry that output figures may be distorted, particularly by local and provincial
officials in an effort to meet quotas handed down by the government. As a result, many analysts
of Chinese economic activity rely instead on alternative, non-GDP indicators. 2
Skepticism about the accuracy of Chinese data has been shared by prominent Chinese
officials. For example, in 2007 current Premier Li Keqiang, was reported as saying that his
province’s government focused on “alternative indicators,” rather than official GDP data
(Wikileaks, 2007). Li mentioned three indicators: 1) electricity consumption; 2) the volume of
rail cargo, which he suggests is fairly accurately measured because fees are charged for each unit
of weight; and 3) the amount of loans disbursed, which may be more accurate because of
regulatory oversight. By looking at these three figures, Li said he can measure with relative
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For examples of informal press discussions, see Noble (2015), Sharma (2013), and Bradsher (2012).
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accuracy the speed of economic growth. Li reportedly said with a smile, “All other figures,
especially GDP statistics, are ‘for reference only.’”
The challenge in assessing the quality of reported Chinese output figures is to find an
independent benchmark to compare with reported data. Henderson, et al (2012) use satellite data
on light emissions to gauge growth in economic activity for a cross-section of countries,
including China. China’s reported GDP growth rate appears to be exceptionally high relative to
its growth in observable light. Nakamura, et al (2014) use household consumption data to
estimate Engel curves for China. They find that official aggregate consumption data are too
smooth relative to what is implied by household spending patterns.
In this paper, we use trading-partner-reported exports to China as an independent
measure of Chinese economic activity. Specifically, we examine (inflation-adjusted) exports to
China or Hong Kong as reported by its three major trading partners: the United States, the Euro
area, and Japan. These data are not subject to manipulation or mismeasurement by Chinese
authorities, but should be closely associated with economic activity in China. Specifically, since
the data correspond to Chinese imports, they reflect both the use of intermediate inputs for
production—an important aspect of China’s economy—as well as finished goods imported for
final consumption by Chinese residents. As the appendix describes, for economies with good
statistical systems, imports comove very closely with GDP.
We compare movements in externally-reported exports to China to reported GDP, as well
as to various combinations of “alternative indicators” of Chinese activity. If we find that
movements in externally-reported exports to China are closely associated with movements in
reported Chinese data, then we can conclude that these data are relatively reliable as measures of
true Chinese output.
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We begin by examining the first principal component of combinations of 10 widely cited
and easily available (non-GDP) economic indicators produced by Chinese authorities. Our goal
is to identify which indicators, singly or in combination, best explain China’s externally-reported
imports. Principal components estimation proves useful for yielding a parsimonious
specification. Some of the individual indicators that we use might be subject to manipulation or
systematic mismeasurement; but, if so, our tests would find that they are not related to our
externally-reported Chinese-import data. Even if the indicators are informative, they might be
noisy. By extracting an activity factor as the first principal component, we reduce the
idiosyncratic noise in order to focus on the signal.
Our initial approach compares the information in a small set of potential activity
indicators over the full sample of data. The set includes officially reported GDP, the first
principal component of all 10 indicator variables, and the first principal component of the three
Li indicators. GDP turns out to be only weakly related to externally-reported Chinese imports.
The activity factors correspond much more closely to imports. Moreover, our principal
component of all 10 indicators outperforms Li’s set. In particular, although electricity and rail
freight—two of the Li indicators—are strongly associated with imports, the lending indicator is
much less important. Nevertheless, we find relatively little sensitivity to the exact group of
included activity indicators in our comparisons of different groups of predictors.
The initial results do suggest that the accuracy of reported GDP—as well as the activity
factors—has improved over time. Formal break tests confirm the existence of one or more
structural breaks, with the most recent (and most substantive) one occurring at the onset of the
global financial crisis. The improvements could reflect rising dissatisfaction by Chinese officials
about the quality of their statistics. For example, Chinese officials have increasingly and openly
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discussed their concerns, as the Li quotation suggests. This dissatisfaction could only have
increased with the onset of the global financial crisis, as successful implementation of the
aggressive counter-cyclical measures adopted by the Chinese central government during the
crisis required accurate assessments of prevailing economic conditions.
Given the break-test results, the remainder of our study concentrates on the period
following this structural break in the first quarter of 2008. We begin with the set of ten
alternative output indicators. We construct the first principal component of all 1023 possible
permutations of these variables and relate them one-by-one to externally reported Chinese
imports. This principal-component methodology allows us to focus on a parsimonious
relationship and to identify a preferred (in sample) index of activity.
Using this methodology, we identify the ten “best-performing” sets of alternative
indicators on the basis of fit. The activity factors from our top-performing sets explains most of
the variation of imports within the sample. Our preferred set of indicators is electricity, rail
freight, usage of raw materials, and retail spending. Individually, these indicators all have a
statistically significant relationship with Chinese imports. In contrast, lending levels, one of the
indicators highlighted by Premier Li, is not statistically related to imports.
Of course, our alternative indicators by construction focus on specific areas of the China
economy. For example, a number, such as raw materials usage, are specifically related to
manufacturing activity. As such, it is likely that the time series of Chinese imports does not
follow those of our alternative indicators exactly. This raises the possibility that even after
including our best alternative-indicator-based principal component reported GDP will still retain
some independent explanatory power. After all, GDP is supposed to be the broadest measure of
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economic activity. We therefore add reported gross domestic product as a robustness check
concerning the explanatory power of our indicator variables.
Our results show that, in sample, adding GDP marginally improves the statistical fit of
most combinations of activity factors. Nevertheless, it does not markedly improve the fit of our
best-performing indicator combinations, suggesting that, while there is additional information, it
is relatively modest. This still represents an improvement over the performance of GDP in the
earlier period, where GDP had no additional information relative to our best-performing
combinations of activity indicators.
We then conduct tests of the robustness of these results. We consider the use of two
principal components from our ten potential indicator set. When added to our best-performing
combinations, the second principal component is always statistically insignificant and adds little
to the fit. This supports our single principal component specification.
We also examine the ability of our alternative indicators to fit reported GDP over the
period since 2008. Most, but not all, of our indicators are closely related to reported GDP.
Finally, we compare in and out-of-sample performances of our alternative indicators and
GDP. We truncate our sample in 2012Q4 and estimate performances of all permutations of
alternative indicators between 2008Q1 and 20012Q4 and identify our best performing indicators.
We then examine the performances of our indicators in predicting out-of-sample with and
without GDP included over the final two years 2013Q1-2014Q4. We find that the inclusion of
GDP worsens the performances of our best-performing alternative indicators.
Our emerging picture seems to be one where reported GDP is a more accurate depiction
of Chinese output than it used to be. Nevertheless, the most reliable measure of activity is based
on our best-performing alternative indicators alone.

5

The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections: Section 2 describes our data,
including our independently verified, trade-based measure of China’s imports, and discusses our
methodology for identifying indicators. Section 3 presents our Bai-Perron evidence concerning
structural breaks in the time series. Section 4 shows our main results for the most recent period.
Section 5 conducts a number of robustness tests, including the examination of relative out-ofsample performances. Section 6 concludes.
2. Data and methodology
We use Chinese imports as reported by major trading partners as an independent (nonChinese-source) indicator of Chinese economic activity. Specifically, we focus on exports to
China or Hong Kong from the United States, the Euro area, and Japan. As the appendix shows,
imports are a reliable indicator of economic activity for many countries. For example, for the
United States, the correlation of imports with GDP is about 0.8. Data are quarterly, and
measured as year-over-year changes from the 2000:Q1 to 2014:Q4.
We obtained these data from original sources in these trading partner nations. We
include exports to Hong Kong as well as to China, since many of the goods passing through that
port are primarily destined for the Chinese mainland. Statistical authorities in, say, the United
States have plausibly changed the degree to which they are able to track the ultimate destination
over time—that is, a good that previously would have been recorded as an export to Hong Kong
might now be recorded as an export to China. Using the combination of Hong Kong and China
makes the data more comparable over time. 3 We convert all data to nominal U.S. dollars using
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market exchange rates and then convert to real values using a China-specific U.S. export
deflator, as discussed in the appendix. 4
These data on China’s imports are not controlled in any manner by Chinese authorities.
(Henceforth, when we refer to imports, it’s always as reported by trading partners.) Tradingpartner governments have no incentive to misrepresent their trade volumes with China. Of
course, the rapid growth of trade with China could still cause some measurement challenges for
these countries. However, these data still have the advantage of being measured at foreign ports.
Moreover, while Chinese trade is growing as a share of total trade for these countries, overall
trade is not growing nearly so fast. So tracking trade volumes, including those destined for or
originating from China, is less challenging.
From Chinese-source data, we also identified 10 alternative (non-GDP) indicators on the
basis of data availability. The 10 indicators were all available from the beginning of our sample
(the fourth quarter of 2000), and were downloaded from CEIC Asia. To avoid the challenges of
seasonal adjustment, we again look at all data in year-over-year terms. Many of the series are
available monthly, but we convert all data to quarterly terms. Doing so facilitates comparisons
with quarterly GDP data, smooths some high-frequency measurement error, and avoids problems
with the timing of the Chinese New Year (which sometimes occurs in January, sometimes in
February, and sometimes overlaps both). See the data appendix for further details.
How should we assess the informational content of these indicators? A misleading
approach would be to simply regress China’s imports on all 10 of the indicators. Because of
multicollinearity, few of these indicators are statistically significant when all are included, but
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The U.S., Euro area, and Japan constitute about 35-40 percent of world exports to China, based on IMF DOTS
statistics. We focus on these three partners, rather than the world, because they are likely to be more accurately
reported, and also to have a less heterogeneous mix of products.
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such a regression would have a high R2. Nevertheless, because of overfitting, using all 10
indicators would perform poorly out of sample relative to a more parsimonious specification. 5
To minimize the risk of spurious fit, we instead use principal components. Doing so
captures the key common information in the indicators — known as “activity factors” — in a
parsimonious way. Principal components are defined by the property that all factors (or
components) are orthogonal, with the first component explaining the maximum variation in the
included data, the second one explaining the second most variation, and so forth.
Figure 1 shows full-sample (2000Q1-2014Q4) values of Chinese imports, GDP, and one
possible activity factor. The factor is the first principal component of all 10 alternative
indicators, so it is agnostic about which indicators have more informational content. All
variables are in growth rates, normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation.
Clearly, the activity factor and imports are very highly correlated. For example, during
the global financial crisis, both series drop about 3 standard deviations below their respective
means. In the recovery, both series rise to above 2 standard deviations above their means.
Thus, reassuringly, imports and the activity factor tell the same story about economic activity.
However, the relationship of reported GDP with either the activity factor or imports is
less strong. The correlation is still positive and significant, but GDP rises more prior to the crisis
than either imports or the activity factor, and falls less during the crisis.
The activity factor in Figure 1 is agnostic about which indicators have information about
true economic activity and whether that information has changed over time. A key goal of the
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For example, we regressed the import data on all 10 indicators from the start of our sample until end-2012 and
predicted out-of sample thereafter. For comparison, we also regressed the data on the first principal component of
these indicators, as well as the first principal component of the three Li indicators. As expected, the regression with
all 10 indicators individually had the lowest (best) RMSE in sample, 0.53 versus 0.70 and 0.75 for the first principal
component of all 10 and the Li indicators respectively. However, the regression with all 10 indicators included had
the highest (worst) RMSE out of sample: 0.70 versus 0.52 and 0.46 for the first principal component of all 10 and
the Li indicators respectively. These results are available on request from the authors.
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sections that follow is to identify which indicators (including GDP) are particularly informative.
In this regard, note that the addition of an irrelevant data series, which is idiosyncratic in terms of
China’s imports, can reduce the explanatory power of the first principal component. The reason
is that the first principal component will try to explain that idiosyncratic variation as well as the
systematic variation that matters for imports.
In light of these issues, we identify “best indicators” by constructing the first principal
component of all possible subsets of these 10 variables, considering a total of 1023
combinations. 6 For example, 10 of the combinations have just a single indicator (each of the 10
variables); at the other extreme, one combination uses all 10 variables at the same time (our “all
10 indicators” factor plotted above). For each subset, we then regress growth in Chinese imports
from the United States, the Euro area and Japan on the first principal component as well as real
exchange rate values (which plausibly affect import levels independently of output).
Our baseline specification is thus
∆ 4 mt = c + β PC1t + γ∆ 4 RMBt + υt .
∆ 4mt is reported quarterly growth in real Chinese imports from (measured as real exports to

(1)

China by) the United States, the euro area, and Japanr; PC1t is the contemporaneous value of the
first principal component from the year-over-year growth in the chosen set of alternative
indicators of Chinese economic activity; ∆ 4 RMBt is the four quarter change in the renminbidollar exchange rate; and υt is an error term. We estimate with ordinary least squares and show
Newey-West standard errors that allow for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.

6

Other than the null set.
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A concern is that we will choose a set of indicators that, by chance, work well in sample.
For this reason, we also look at performances out of sample. We find that indicators that work
well in sample tend to work well out of sample as well. This is not a surprise, since the method
already takes an average of the informational content of a set of indicators.
3. Full sample results
3.1

Preliminary regression results
We begin with full-sample results to illustrate our approach. Figure 2 shows fitted values

of Chinese imports from estimating equation (1) from 2000:Q4 to 2014:Q4. We compare results
with three potential explanatory variables. The first uses reported real GDP (GDP). The second
uses the first principal component of all 10 non-GDP indicators (ALL10). The third uses the first
principal component of the Li indicators (LI).
Visually, the two principal component indicators have similar fit. However, reported
GDP fits much worse, consistent with the simple plot in Figure 1. 7 It follows that for the full
sample, our principal component indicators outperform GDP in explaining Chinese imports. In
particular, the GDP indicator initially under-predicted and then over-predicted Chinese imports
during the crisis period relative to the principal component indices.
3.2

Structural breaks
As Figure 2 shows, there is a tighter fit for the more recent portion of our sample,

particularly since 2008. Figure 3 shows this improved fit visually by estimating the same

7
In sample, the mean value of the root-mean-squared errors (RMSEs) for the three principal components is 8.1
while the RMSE for reported GDP is 10.6. Out of sample, the mean RMSE for the three principal component
indicators is about 6.6, much lower than the value for GDP of 9.4. Out of sample, we would note that if we used the
10 indicators individually in a single regression, the RMSE is yet higher at 13.2. These preliminary estimates show
the value of parsimony. All estimates are available from the authors on request.
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versions of equation (1) for 20-quarter rolling samples and then plotting the R-squared values.
The figure confirms that there is indeed a marked increase in estimated R-squareds in 2008, after
which they remain elevated for the remainder of our sample. Our regression results therefore
suggest a structural break in the relationship around the time of the global financial crisis. This
period also follows closely the comments by Li concerning the quality of official Chinese data.
To investigate this possibility formally, we conduct Bai and Perron (1998, 2003) tests for
multiple structural breaks. This method searches for one or more breakpoints and evaluates the
set of break dates that minimize the sum of squared residuals, either sequentially or in terms of
re-optimizing when an additional break date is added.
Table 1 shows the break results. The regressions that identify a break find one in either
2007Q4 or 2008Q1. The regressions that identify a break find one in either 2007Q4 or 2008Q1.
We also observe a high incidence of statistically significant structural breaks in the third or
fourth quarter of 2005.
We are interested in GDP as well as the alternative indicators. Hence, combining the
formal tests with the visual evidence from Figure 3, we concentrate on the sample from 2008:Q1
through 2014Q4. We can be more confident that parameters are stable over this sample. When
we later compare to earlier data, we combine subsamples despite often finding a structural break
around 2005. The reason is that, with three sub-periods, the intermediate period is too short for
reliable estimation.
4. Results for 2008:Q1-2014:Q4 Sub-sample
Given the structural break results, we concentrate on the period 2008:Q1 through 2014Q4
to evaluate the quality of alternative activity indicators. Table 2 summarizes our estimation
results. The estimated parameter values are not interesting per se, so we do not show them. We
11

instead focus on (i) indicator names and sets; (ii) the statistical significance of the principal
component; and (iii) fit as measured by root-mean-squared error (RMSE) and R2.
The top of the table shows results for each of the 10 indicators individually, so the
principal component approach is equivalent to using the indicator itself in the regression. The
indicators are listed in order of their fit (highest R2 /lowest RMSE). For comparison, we also
include regression results using GDP as the indicator. China’s real exchange, included as a
control, is insignificant throughout, but consistently enters with its expected negative sign.
Eight of the ten individual indicators are statistically significant in explaining imports at a
one percent confidence level. Over this period, rail freight performs best among the individual
alternative indicators in explaining Chinese imports with an RMSE of 0.54. Electricity is a close
second with an RMSE of 0.61.
Strikingly, over this period, the rail freight variable is the only one of the individual
indicators that outperforms GDP in explaining Chinese imports. Reported GDP over this subperiod is statistically significant at the 1% level with an RMSE of 0.60. That is modestly
superior to the performance of the second-place electricity variable. The other individual
alternative indicators are not close. GDP also does markedly better over this turbulent subsample than it did for the full sample discussed above. It is therefore clear that the explanatory
power of GDP in fitting Chinese imports has increased during the latter portion of our sample.
That said, our best-performing combinations of the alternative indicators typically
outperform GDP in explaining Chinese imports, sometimes substantially. The lower panel of the
table shows results for our top ten indicator combinations, ranked on (in-sample) RMSE. The
first principal component of the various sets enters statistically significantly in all specifications
and the fit is markedly better than for any of the individual components alone. All ten of these
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sets of alternative indicators track Chinese imports well. Our best-fitting specification has an
impressive R-squared value of 0.88. However, there is little sensitivity across these bestperforming sets of indicators; even our tenth-best combination is comparable at 0.85.
The table also shows the indicators included in each of the top 10 performing
combinations. The top combination turns out to include the indicators electricity, rail, raw
materials production and retail sales. Sets 2 through 10 are very similar, only substituting one
indicator or another. Rail appears in 9 of our top ten indicator combinations, while electricity
appears in 7, and raw materials and retail sales appear in all 10. This result is confirmation that
these four indicators provide valuable (and to some extent distinct) information about economic
activity in China over the most recent sample.
These results already hint at the point that adding additional, lower-relevance variables
do not necessarily improve explanatory power. To further illustrate this point, the set that
includes all 10 indicators ranks 240th overall, with an RMSE of 0.48 that is only modestly better
than the best individual indicators.
Finally, the table also includes the index based on the set of indicators publicized by Li
Keqiang (the Li index). When it comes to explaining imports, the Li index is relatively poor.
Indeed, it only marginally outperforms GDP over this period. The reason, of course, is that
although it includes the relatively well-performing electricity and rail indicators, it also includes
the largely irrelevant lending variable. In contrast, the Li indicator did rather well for our larger
full sample above. These results suggest that the Li indicators are no longer as reliable measure
of true economic activity in China. 8

8

The inferior performance of the Li indicator for explaining overall Chinese output may reflect that he was only
trying to asset the economic performance of Liaoning Province. Its output bundle could differ systematically from
the rest of China as a whole in a manner that favors the lending variable.
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5. Robustness Checks
5.1 Does GDP Have Additional Explanatory Power?
In Section 4, we found that activity factors based on a small number of indicators have
exceptional explanatory power for imports. These factors substantially outperform GDP alone.
Still, GDP is a broad measure of economic activity, whereas our top-performing indicators may
disproportionately represent certain sectors of the Chinese economy. (For example, floor space
added is likely to be closely correlated with construction volumes.) Hence, it seems a priori
plausible that GDP may have additional explanatory power for Chinese imports. On the other
hand, if Chinese GDP data are heavily manipulated or excessively noisy relative to true
economic activity, then it might be dominated by the alternative activity factors.
We therefore add reported GDP to the regressions for Chinese imports, as a robustness
check concerning their explanatory power. We again concentrate on the sample following the
most recent structural break, i.e. 2008:Q1 through 2014:Q4.
Table 3 shows our results. The top panel shows that, with all 10 individual indicators, we
find that GDP enters with a statistically significant positive coefficient. 9 Moreover, the fit
markedly improves. For example, adding GDP to rail freight, our top-performing individual
alternative indicator, increases the R-squared from 0.75 to 0.79.
Moreover, the addition of GDP reduces some of the explanatory power of our previously
most informative alternative indicators. Retail and floor space, which were significant at a 1%
confidence level on their own, are statistically insignificant with GDP added to the specification.
Other indicators also exhibit a decline in significance. However, some of our other indicators

9

The coefficient enters at a 1% confidence level for 8 of the 10 indicators, the exceptions being electricity and rail,
with which GDP enters at 10% and 5% confidence levels respectively.
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gain in significance. In particular, two indicators that were insignificant on their own, air
passengers and lending, are now significant at 5 and 1 percent confidence levels respectively.
Hence, these indicators appear to contain information different from GDP. In contrast, retail and
floor space are highly collinear with GDP based on their explanatory power in Table 2. Still, it is
interesting that the regression prefers to load on GDP rather than these indicators.
Nevertheless, GDP adds much less information to our top combinations of alternative
indicators in the bottom panel. GDP is statistically significant in only half of the 10 top sets of
indicators. With the top three sets, adding GDP does not change the fit of the regressions. In
several other cases the fit improves modestly. Thus, while GDP has some additional
informational content in explaining imports, even the in-sample contributions of GDP relative to
our best-performing indicator combinations are quite modest.
5.1

Evidence from the early time period
We next consider evidence from the sample prior to our structural break. Although our

Bai-Perron tests indicated more than one potential structural break date, we consolidate our data
before the 2008 break to ensure that we have adequate data for estimation.
The top panel of Table 4 shows the earlier sub-sample results by individual indicator. The
relative ranking of individual indicators changes somewhat. Those that did relatively well in the
later sample tend to do well here, such as raw materials, rail, or electricity. But several are no
longer significant, such as retail, air passengers, and property. Moreover, GDP fails to enter
significantly on its own or in addition to eight of the 10 individual indicators.
The bottom panel shows that the best-performing combinations of alternative indicators
perform much better than the individual indicators and continue to enter statistically significantly
at a 1% confidence level. However, there are differences in the alternative indicators that are
15

most prevalent in this group; for example, lending levels and reported exports from China to the
rest of the world are more informative than they were in the later sample. GDP adds little if
anything when added to our best-performing combinations, only entering with statistical
significance in one of the ten best-performing combinations of alternative indicators.
Our examination of the earlier time period has two implications: First, GDP was not
nearly as informative in the early portion of our sample as it was in the later sample period. GDP
fails to enter significantly in most of our specifications for the pre-2008 period. This suggests
that the contribution of GDP is stronger than it used to be. Second, the alternative indicators that
best-predict Chinese imports changed somewhat over different samples. For example, our bestperforming set of indicators from the most recent period, the combination including electricity,
rail, raw materials, and retail, only placed 612th in the early period, with an R-squared of 0.13.
We also see a poor performance by the Li indicators. This suggests caution in relying on a small
set of alternative indicators to infer Chinese economic activity.
5.2

Adding a 2nd principal component
A priori, there need not be a single activity factor that describes China’s imports. Hence,

as a further robustness test, we add the second principal component from each combination of
our ten potential indicator variables. Our specification with two principal components satisfies

∆ 4mt =c + β PC1t + β PC2 t + γ RMBt + υt .

(2)

The variables are the same as in equation (1) with PC2t added as a second principal component.
Our results are shown in Table 5. We first take the ten best-performing combinations of
alternative indicators from our single principal component exercise and add the best-performing
second principal component. The second principal component does not enter significantly in a
16

majority of our specifications. Moreover, the best combinations that include a second principal
component only modestly reduce RMSE or increase R-squared relative to the single principal
component results in Table 2.
However, it is possible that there may be other combinations of principal components that
outperform using the initial set of ten best combinations obtained from single principal
component specifications. To check if this is the case, we repeated our investigation for all
possible combinations of two principal components.
Our results in the bottom panel still provide little compelling evidence in favor of the
inclusion of a second principal component. The second principal component now comes in
significantly more often than not. However, adding a second principal component again
subtracts little from RMSE and adds little to R-squared. In other words, we achieve comparable
fit through a variety of combinations in single principal component specifications. In particular,
our best-performing alternative indicator set with two principal components is the same as it was
in Table 1—with the same core set of indicators and nearly identical RMSE and R-squareds.
Overall, then, there is little gain from adding a second principal component to our specification
and for parsimony reasons we continue to concentrate on single principal component results.
5.3

Predicting official GDP
There may be independent interest in predicting official reported GDP figures, even if

combinations of alternative indicators are the better estimators of actual Chinese economic
activity. Table 6 examines how well alternative indicators explain reported GDP over the period
2008:Q1-2014:Q4. We use the same format as our base specification results from Table 2.
The top of the table shows results for the individual indicators. The relative rankings at
explaining GDP are fairly similar to those explaining Chinese imports. Rail, property, and
17

electricity still do best, although there are some modest changes in relative positions. The top
seven indicators also significantly (at 5% level) explain GDP; lending is significant at a 6%
confidence level. The bottom two (consumer index and air passengers) are insignificant.
We also list the top ten indicator combinations in explaining Chinese GDP. All ten
combinations are significant at a 1% confidence level; all have an RMSE lower than, and an Rsquared higher than, our top individual indicator rail freight. We do identify some surprising
differences in the combinations that perform best in explaining GDP. Lending now plays a
prominent role, entering in all of our ten top combinations. In contrast, the raw materials
indicator is far less prevalent, only entering in four of our top ten specifications. Still, there are a
lot of similarities, as electricity, rail freight, and retail sales all play prominent roles in fitting
GDP data, as they did for our base import data specification.
5.4

Overall in and out of sample performances
Given the relatively stable performances of our alternative indicators in predicting

imports, a question arises about how to use the indicators for prediction. We address this
question by looking at which combinations of indicators work best out of sample. Given our
relatively short sample available since the structural break we observe in 2008, we have a
relatively small amount of data to use for parameter estimation prior to an out-of-sample period
we can use for assessing predictive power.
We therefore choose our preferred indicators based on a combination of in and out-ofsample performances. The in-sample performances are estimated over longer samples.
However, the in-sample rankings also favor less parsimonious specifications. We therefore also
conduct out-of-sample exercises and choose our preferred indicator combination on the basis of a
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combination of these performances. Our reported in-sample results use the sample 2008Q12012Q4, while our out-of-sample results are from the period 2013Q1-2014Q4.
We first examine the relative performances of individual indicators. We take all possible
combinations of alternative indicators with five or fewer indicators and average all combinations
of RMSE’s among combinations of alternative indicators in which the indicator in question
enters.
Our results are shown in the first part of Table 7. The results are largely in concert with
our rankings of combinations. We again see rail freight, electricity, and property scoring
particularly well, both in and out of sample. Reassuringly, we see much consistency across insample and out-of-sample performances. However, two exceptions are retail and raw materials.
The former does far better in sample, whereas the latter is far better out of sample.
The bottom portion of Table 7 reports the best-performing combinations of indicators
with and without GDP. 10 While there are some discrepancies between these and the bestperforming combinations chosen above based solely on in-sample fit (Table 3), we again see rail
freight, electricity, raw materials and retail prominently represented. Our best-fitting
combination in-sample contains electricity, rail, air passengers, raw materials, and retail.
This combination enters as the fourth best out-of-sample among combinations of
alternative indicators with GDP added. Adding GDP to this combination results in a modest
improvement in fit within sample, reducing the RMSE from 0.37 to 0.32, but results in a
substantive deterioration in out-of-sample performance: Average RMSE out of sample rises
from 0.40 to 0.60. Indeed, across the board, the out-of-sample performances get substantively

10

Real exchange rate changes are included, as always.
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worse with reported GDP. These results suggest that for forecasting, one should use the overall
best-performing combination of alternative indicators without adding GDP.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we find that since 2008, reported Chinese GDP figures have been notably
more reliable than earlier in capturing fluctuations in economic activity. We also identify
activity factors based on a small set of alternative (non-GDP) indicators. Both GDP and these
activity factors appear to have independent information, although the performances of our verybest-performing combinations of indicators are not improved by the addition of reported GDP.
To reach these conclusions, our innovation is to use an independently verified indicator
of economic activity in China: Imports as measured by trading partners. For an open economy
like China, we expect imports to be closely related to economic activity, and trading-partnerreported exports should be an unbiased measure of China’s imports, free from manipulation. We
find that since 2008, reported GDP is significantly related to this measure of activity. However,
one can still forecast best with a preferred set of the alternative indicators.
These results contrast with those we obtain for the period prior to 2008, when the
performances of reported GDP was far inferior. Our results for this period support the
widespread view—held by Chinese officials as well as others at that time—that there was little
informational content in official Chinese GDP data. In short, our results suggest that official
Chinese output data has improved and now contains information about Chinese economic
activity. However, one still does best out-of-sample by using our preferred set of alternative
indicators without GDP, as the inclusion of GDP deteriorates out-of-sample forecasting.
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Our best-fitting set of alternative indicators used an index constructed from electricity
use, rail freight volume, raw materials consumed, and retail sales. We found that principal
component constructed from these indicators provide a good measure of economic activity.
We conclude with several caveats. First, imports are an imperfect measure of activity
and may underweight certain activities, notably services and other non-tradable sectors. Still,
imports are very highly correlated with our preferred activity factor. And that factor includes
both relatively narrow indicators (like exports and, possibly, raw materials) and broader ones
(such as electricity and new floor space constructed). Moreover, even if imports or the activity
factor are imperfect, here is no reason to think they are necessarily worse than GDP alone.
Second, even for the pre-2008 period—when GDP is a poor measure of economic
activity in China—we cannot say for sure whether GDP was manipulated, or merely limited in
its coverage. If manipulation was rampant, we would expect it to be more prevalent during
periods of exceptionally high or low economic activity, as data might be changed to more closely
meet trend output goals. There appears to be some evidence of that here during the global
financial crisis, but we cannot say whether the level and variability in GDP are accurate.
Finally, as China’s economy and statistical system continue to evolve, indicators that do
well historically might do less well going forward. For example, that rail and property do better
after 2008Q1 than during the 2000Q1-2007Q4 period could reflect either changes in the
composition of activity, changes in the quality of activity, or could be chance. Nevertheless, it is
reassuring that our core set of indicators performs well across our two sample periods.
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7. Appendix: Data sources
The chart below shows the raw data we used in the paper. All data were accessed in April 2015,
mainly from CEIC Asia database.
Series
Electricity
Rail

Lending
Property

Air passengers
Exports
Consumer
Index
Floor space
Raw materials

Retail

GDP

Description
Electricity production,
Billions of kilowatt hours
Railway freight traffic,
millions of tons
Bank loans, billions of
RMB
Real estate investment
(Residential bldgs.),
millions of RMB
Air passenger traffic,
millions of persons
Exports (FOB basis),
millions of US dollars
Consumer Expectation
Index
Floor space started,
thousands of square meters
Index of raw materials
supply, derived from a
survey of managers from
5000 companies.
Respondents are asked for
views on adequacy of
supplies of raw materials.
Retail sales of consumer
goods, billions of RMB
Real GDP index, available
as 4-quarter growth rates

Exchange rates
between Yen,
Euro, USD, and
RMB
Imports and
Thousands of Yen
exports between
Japan and other
countries
Imports and
Euros
exports between
European Union

Source
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 3662501)
China Railway Corporation, National Railway
Administration
(CEIC series 12915101)
The People's Bank of China
(CEIC series 7029101)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 3948701)
Civil Aviation Administration of China
(CEIC series 12916401)
General Administration of Customs
(CEIC series 5823501)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 5198601)
National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 3963901)
The People's Bank of China
(CEIC series 8003501)

National Bureau of Statistics
(CEIC series 5190001)
National Bureau of Statistics (CEIC series 1692001)

Bloomberg

Ministry of Finance
(http://www.customs.go.jp/toukei/info/index_e.htm)

Eurostat ("EU27 trade since 1988 by CN8" database)
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and other
countries
Imports and
exports between
United States
and other
countries

Census Bureau via Haver Analytics

TRADE DATA (MONTHLY & QUARTERLY)
Trade Flows (millions of USD)
US_exp_China: US exports to China
US_imp_China: US imports from China
US_exp_HK: US exports to Hong Kong
US_imp_HK: US imports from Hong Kong
US_exp: Total US exports to China & Hong Kong
US_imp: Total US imports from China & Hong Kong
EU_exp_China: EU exports to China
EU_imp_China: EU imports from China
EU_exp_HK: EUexports to Hong Kong
EU_imp_HK: EU imports from Hong Kong
EU_exp: Total EU exports to China & Hong Kong
EU_imp: Total EU imports from China & Hong Kong
Japan_exp_China: Japan exports to China
Japan_imp_China: Japan imports from China
Japan_exp_HK: Japan exports to Hong Kong
Japan_imp_HK: Japan imports from Hong Kong
Japan_exp: Total Japan exports to China & Hong Kong
Japan_imp: Total Japan imports from China & Hong Kong
Trio_exp_China: Trio exports to China
Trio_imp_China: Trio imports from China
Trio_exp_HK: Trio exports to Hong Kong
Trio_imp_HK: Trio imports from Hong Kong
Trio_exp: Total Trio exports to China & Hong Kong
Trio_imp: Total Trio imports from China & Hong Kong
Note: Trio = US + EU + Japan
World_exp_China: World exports to China
World_imp_China: World imports from China
World_exp_HK: Worldexports to Hong Kong
World_imp_HK: World imports from Hong Kong
World_exp: Total World exports to China & Hong Kong
World_imp: Total World imports from China & Hong Kong
Sources:
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US trade data: Census Bureau via Haver
EU trade data: Eurostat ("EU27 trade since 1988 by CN8" database)
Japan trade data: Ministry of Finance
(http://www.customs.go.jp/toukei/info/index_e.htm)
World trade data: Direction of Trade Statistics (IMF CD's)
PRICE INDEX FOR EXPORTS TO CHINA (MONTHLY & QUARTERLY)
We deflate trading-partner exports to China using a Chinese-specific deflator for U.S.
exports. This deflator weights growth in overall U.S. agriculture and non-agriculture
deflators by corresponding shares of U.S. exports to China and Hong Kong. Fernald,
Malkiel, and Spiegel (2013) found that this “simple” deflator corresponds closely to a
more sophisticated deflator for exports to China that uses detailed commodity-by-country
data. (Those detailed data are available only after 2005:12.) The data sources are U.S.
Census data on "Trade in Goods by NAICS-Commodity By Country," and "Export Price
Indexes by NAICS." Data were accessed via Haver Analytics August 3, 2015.
*** The prefix "d12_" represents the 12-month percent change in that series
*** The prefix "d4_" represents the 4-quarter percent change in that series
ADJUSTMENTS MADE
Monthly proxy series converted to quarterly via summing over the quarter.
Missing observations around Chinese New Year:
•
•
•
•

ElectricityConsumption missing January, filled in with half of February cumulative value
Retail missing January and February, 1st quarter percent change filled in with March-toMarch 4-quarter change
Rail shipments: Series has a break in level in January 2004. We adjusted the series by
splicing. (Done in code d02_input_proxy_data.do).
Li: We use the adjusted rail data rather than the raw data.

TRADE
Data on China and Hong Kong summed and used for Chinese import/export numbers All
trade series converted to USD using bilateral exchange rate data (Bloomberg, “USDEUR
Curncy” and “USDJPY Curncy” series). Thus:
•
•

EU trade in millions USD = (EU trade in Euros)/(1000000*(Euro-USD exchange
rate)
Japanese trade in millions USD = (Japanese trade in thousands Yen)/(1000*YenUSD exchange rate)
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Appendix: Are imports a good measure of economic activity?
Table A1Error! Reference source not found. shows that China’s raw correlation
between imports and GDP is relatively low at only 17 percent. In contrast, the United States – a
more closed economy, but one with a more reliable statistical system – has a much higher R2 at
77 percent.
Table A1: Relating Imports and Real GDP

China is relatively low in both imports and exports as a share of GDP. Other countries at
similar development and openness levels to China (e.g. Indonesia and India) exhibit roughly
similar correlation figures. This raises the possibility that low levels of development, which are
perhaps associated with output measurement errors rather than systematic data manipulation,
may explain observed discrepancies for China.
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Table 1: Structural break tests

Breaks
(sequential)
GDP on Li

GDP on all components

Break dates
(sequential)
2005q4
2008q1

2

2005q3
2007q4
2010q1

3

2003q2
2005q4
2008q1
2011q4

Breaks
(BIC)
4

3

Trio exports on GDP

4

4

Trio exports on Li

0

0

Trio exports on all components

0

0

Break Dates
(BIC)
2002q4
2005q4
2008q1
2011q4
2005q3
2007q4
2010q1
2003q2
2005q4
2008q1
2011q4

Note: Results for Bai-Perron structural break tests, with identified number of breaks and
corresponding quarters found to be statistically significant at a 5% confidence level. Sequential
method searches for a break date, then searches for a second, taking the date of the first as given.
BIC method “reoptimizes” by searching for one, and then searching for two (potentially with
neither identical to the date chosen for a single break date), etc.
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Table 2: Explaining imports with principal components, 2008Q1-2014Q4

Individual variables
Retail
RawMat
FloorSp
Consumer
ChinaExp
AirPass
Property
Lending
Rail
Electricity
GDP
Combinations
Li
All indicators
Best 10 combinations
Electricity Rail RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Property AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Property RawMat Retail
Rail Property AirPass RawMat Retail
Rail Property RawMat Retail
Electricity RawMat Retail
Rail RawMat Retail

Significance
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.66
0.00
0.48
0.00
0.00
0.00

RMSE
0.81
0.77
0.74
0.91
0.81
1.07
0.70
1.06
0.54
0.62
0.61

R-sq.
0.44
0.49
0.54
0.29
0.44
0.02
0.58
0.04
0.75
0.68
0.69

0.00
0.00

0.60
0.48

0.70
0.80

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.38
0.38
0.38
0.40
0.41
0.41
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

0.88
0.88
0.88
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

Notes: Reported p-values use Newey-West standard errors. All regressions include the real
exchange rate as described in the text. The R2 values are adjusted for degrees of freedom.
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Table 3: Explaining imports with principal components and GDP, 2008-2013

Individual variables
Retail
RawMat
FloorSp
Consumer
ChinaExp
AirPass
Property
Lending
Rail
Electricity
GDP
Combinations
Li
All indicators
Best 10 combinations
Electricity Rail AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending AirPass RawMat Retail
Rail RawMat
Electricity Rail Lending RawMat Retail
Rail Lending Property AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Lending RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending ChinaExp RawMat Retail
Rail RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail ChinaExp RawMat Retail

Tuple sig.
0.21
0.00
0.16
0.04
0.00
0.05
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00

GDP sig.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.07

RMSE
0.60
0.47
0.60
0.53
0.50
0.57
0.58
0.48
0.51
0.56
0.62

R-sq.
0.70
0.82
0.70
0.77
0.79
0.74
0.72
0.81
0.79
0.74
0.69

0.07
0.00

0.15
0.06

0.58
0.46

0.72
0.83

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.45
0.94
0.83
0.00
0.64
0.06
0.02
0.03
0.17
0.06

0.38
0.38
0.39
0.39
0.40
0.40
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41

0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.86

Notes: Reported p-values use Newey-West standard errors. All regressions include the real
exchange rate as described in the text. The R2 values are adjusted for degrees of freedom.
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Table 4: Explaining imports with principal components and GDP, 2000-2007
Individual variables
Retail
RawMat
FloorSp
Consumer
ChinaExp
AirPass
Property
Lending
Rail
Electricity
GDP
Combinations
Li
All indicators
Best 10 combinations
Electricity ChinaExp FloorSp RawMat
Electricity AirPass ChinaExp FloorSp RawMat
Electricity Lending ChinaExp FloorSp RawMat
ChinaExp FloorSp RawMat
ChinaExp FloorSp
Electricity FloorSp RawMat
Rail
Electricity ChinaExp FloorSp
Electricity AirPass ChinaExp Consumer FloorSp RawMat
Electricity Lending ChinaExp FloorSp

Tuple sig.
0.15
0.00
0.29
0.06
0.00
0.91
0.46
0.10
0.00
0.04
0.23

GDP sig.
0.04
0.46
0.17
0.23
0.70
0.29
0.25
0.54
0.05
0.74

RMSE
0.71
0.61
0.73
0.73
0.65
0.75
0.74
0.67
0.56
0.68
0.75

R-sq.
0.21
0.42
0.17
0.17
0.34
0.13
0.15
0.31
0.51
0.29
0.13

0.64
0.80

0.37
0.27

0.75
0.75

0.13
0.13

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.57
0.57
0.57
0.73
0.48
0.81
0.05
0.55
0.51
0.77

0.52
0.52
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.57
0.57

0.58
0.58
0.57
0.57
0.54
0.54
0.51
0.50
0.49
0.49

Notes: Reported p-values use Newey-West standard errors. All regressions include the real
exchange rate as described in the text. The R2 values are adjusted for degrees of freedom.
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Table 5: Explaining imports with 2 principal components and GDP, 2008-2014
Individual variables
Combinations
Li
All indicators
Best 10 combinations
Electricity Rail Lending RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail FloorSp RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending FloorSp RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Property RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Property AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending Property AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending Property RawMat Retail
Best 10 combinations (without pc2)
Electricity Rail RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Property AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Property RawMat Retail
Rail Property AirPass RawMat Retail
Rail Property RawMat Retail
Electricity RawMat Retail
Rail RawMat Retail

PC1 sig.

PC2 sig.

RMSE

R-sq.

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.67

0.52
0.49

0.78
0.81

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.01
0.17
0.40
0.55
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.02
0.00
0.03

0.37
0.38
0.38
0.39
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.41
0.41

0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.86
0.86

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.17
0.40
0.55
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.50
0.25
0.09
0.68

0.38
0.38
0.39
0.37
0.40
0.40
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.43

0.88
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.85
0.86
0.86
0.85

Notes: Reported p-values use Newey-West standard errors. All regressions include the real
exchange rate as described in the text. The R2 values are adjusted for degrees of freedom. “Best
10 combinations” are the best 10 combinations in specifications that include second principal
component while “Best 10 combinations (without pc2)” are the best 10 combinations that
exclude the second principal component, i.e. the same 10 as those in our base specification.
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Table 6: Predicting GDP from principal components 2008Q1-2014Q4

Individual variables
Retail
RawMat
FloorSp
Consumer
ChinaExp
AirPass
Property
Lending
Rail
Electricity
GDP
Combinations
Li
All indicators
Best 10 combinations
Electricity Lending Property Retail
Electricity Rail Lending Property Retail
Electricity Rail Lending Retail
Electricity Rail Lending Property AirPass Retail
Electricity Lending FloorSp RawMat Retail
Rail Lending Property AirPass Retail
Electricity Rail Lending Property AirPass FloorSp RawMat
Retail
Electricity Rail Lending FloorSp RawMat Retail
Rail Lending Property AirPass FloorSp RawMat Retail
Electricity Lending Retail

Significance
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.15
0.02
0.66
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00

RMSE
0.53
0.64
0.49
0.71
0.64
0.73
0.44
0.66
0.40
0.44
0.00

R-sq.
0.48
0.25
0.56
0.06
0.23
0.02
0.64
0.20
0.71
0.63
1.00

0.00
0.00

0.34
0.40

0.78
0.70

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.25
0.26
0.27
0.27
0.28
0.29

0.88
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.85
0.85

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.84

Notes: Reported p-values use Newey-West standard errors. All regressions include the real
exchange rate as described in the text. The R2 values are adjusted for degrees of freedom.
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Table 7: Overall individual and combination indicator performances

7a. Individual Indicators
Electricity
FloorSp
Rail
Property
Retail
RawMat
AirPass
Lending
Consumer
ChinaExp

Avg.
IS
RMSE
0.55
0.56
0.51
0.54
0.54
0.60
0.64
0.65
0.61
0.58

Avg. OS
RMSE
0.72
0.80
0.76
0.76
0.80
0.77
0.86
0.88
0.77
0.78

Avg.
0.63
0.68
0.64
0.65
0.67
0.69
0.75
0.77
0.69
0.68

Notes: For each combination of alternative indicators (with five or fewer indicators), we
calculate the in-sample and out-of-sample RMSE from a regressing real imports on the first
principal component of that indicator (and the real exchange rate). For each indicator shown, we
average the RMSEs in sample (IS) and out of sample (OS) for all combinations including that
indicator. See text for more details.
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7b Combinations
Indicator Combinations Without GDP
Electricity Rail AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail AirPass RawMat
Electricity Rail RawMat
Electricity RawMat Retail
Rail RawMat
Electricity Rail Lending Consumer RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Consumer RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail ChinaExp RawMat Retail

IS RMSE
0.38
0.36
0.36
0.50
0.49
0.42
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.41

OS RMSE
0.43
0.49
0.50
0.37
0.38
0.46
0.44
0.46
0.46
0.51

Avg.
RMSE
0.40
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.46
0.46

Indicator Combinations With GDP
Rail RawMat
Rail Lending RawMat
Electricity Rail AirPass RawMat Retail
Electricity Lending RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending AirPass RawMat Retail
Rail Property AirPass RawMat
Electricity RawMat Retail
Electricity Rail Lending ChinaExp RawMat
Electricity Lending RawMat

IS RMSE
0.36
0.36
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.38
0.35
0.37
0.40

OS RMSE
0.61
0.64
0.69
0.70
0.71
0.71
0.69
0.72
0.70
0.68

Avg.
RMSE
0.49
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.52
0.53
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.54

Note: Rankings of performances of individual and combinations of indicators in and out of
sample. RMSE’s are averages of all possible combinations with indicator included. In and out
of sample rankings are based on these RMSE’, with “overall” performance based on average of
in and out of sample RMSE averages.
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Figure 1

Note: Normalized GDP and “TRIO” exports to China 2000Q4-2014Q4. “All 10 indicators”
series is normalized first principal component of all 10 activity indicators. See text for details.
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Figure 2

Note: Raw series of “TRIO” exports to China, with fitted series of GDP, all 10 activity
indicators, and Li indicators. See text for details.
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Figure 3

Note: R-squared values for rolling samples over 20-quarters, regressing Chinese imports on first
principal components of all 10 indicators, GDP, and Li indicators, respectively. Chinese real
exchange rate and constant term included in all specifications.
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